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Introduction
These release notes contain information about new features, software issues that have been resolved and new
software issues. If the information in the release notes differs from the information found in the documentation
set, follow the release notes.
This is an incremental release notes describing the changes made from 8.1R1 release to 8.1R13. The 8.1R1
release notes still apply except for the changes mentioned in this document. Please refer to 8.1R1 release notes
for the complete version.
Note: This maintenance release introduces new features. These new features are documented
in this document.

Interoperability and Supported Platforms
Please refer to the Pulse Connect Secure Supported Platforms Guide for supported versions of browsers and
operating systems in this release.

Hardware Platforms
You can install and use this software version on the following hardware platforms:
1. MAG2600, MAG4610, MAG6610, MAG6611, MAG SM160, MAG SM360
2. SA2500, SA4500, SA6500, SA4500 FIPS, SA6500 FIPS
To download software for these hardware platforms, go to: https://www.pulsesecure.net/support/

Virtual Appliance Editions
This software version is available for the following virtual appliance editions:



Demonstration and Training Edition (DTE)
Service Provider Edition (SPE)

The following table lists the virtual appliance systems qualified with this release.
Table 1: Qualified Virtual Appliance Systems in This Release

Platform
VMware

KVM

Qualified System










IBM BladeServer H Chasis
BladeCenter HS Blade Server
Vsphere 5.5, 4.1U3
Allocation for virtual appliance: 4vCPU, 4GB memory and 20GB disk space.
QEMU/KVM v1.4.0
Linux Server Release 6.4 on an Intel Xeon CPU L5640 @ 2.27GHz
24GB memory in host
NFS storage mounted in host
Allocation for virtual appliance: 4vCPU, 4GB memory and 20GB disk space

To download the virtual appliance software, go to: https://www.pulsesecure.net/support/
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Upgrade Paths
The following table describes the tested upgrade paths.
Table 2: Upgrade Paths

Release

Description

8.1Rx

You can upgrade to 8.1R13.

8.0Rx

You can upgrade directly to 8.1Rx simply by installing the 8.1Rx update.

Endpoint Security
Currently Active ESAP version: 3.0.3
Assessment Plug-in(ESAP)
Default ESAP version: 3.0.3
Compatibility

Note: If your system is running Beta software, roll back to your previously installed official
software release before you upgrade to 8.1R13. This practice ensures the rollback version is a
release suitable for production.

General Notes
For policy reasons security issues are not normally mentioned in release notes. To find more information about
our security advisories please see our security advisory page: https://kb.pulsesecure.net/?atype=sa.
In 8.1R8 and above, all PCS client access binaries (Network Connect, WSAM, Host Checker, JSAM, Windows
Terminal Services, Citrix Terminal Services) are signed with a SHA-2 code signing certificate to improve security
and ensure compatibility with Microsoft OS’s 2016 restrictions on SHA-1 code signing.
Important note: Windows 7 machines must contain a March 10, 2015 Windows 7 Update in order to be able to
accept and verify SHA-2-signed binaries properly. This Windows 7 update is described here and here. If this
update is not installed (in other words if a Windows 7 machine has not received an OS update since March 10,
2015), then PCS 8.1R8 and later will have reduced functionality (please refer to the PRS-337311).
As a general rule, Pulse Secure, LLC recommends that client machines be kept current with the latest OS
updates to maximize security and stability.
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Problems Resolved in 8.1R13 Release
Please refer to SA40771 for issues fixed in this release.
https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Security_Advisories/SA40771
Table 1: Resolved in 8.1R13 Release

Feature

Description

PRS-351643

Support of HSTS does not include the HSTS header when browsing to the base domain using
HTTPS.

PRS-351347

WSAM Bypass Application does not work as expected with McAfee AV.

PRS-349666

License expiration may be reached sooner than expected in a cluster after a cluster split.

PRS-353435

Host Checker with Machine Certification is configured, event Logs are flooded with Host Checker
Machine Cert logs when end-user logins through browser with an invalid certification.

PRS-346863

SSL acceleration being enabled may cause the web server and cluster services to destabilize and
fail to recover.

PRS-354994

VPN connection with certificate authentication gets stuck at authentication when Host checker is
enabled at role level or Evaluate Policies is enabled at realm.

PRS-339295

PCS does not send syslog to remote syslog server when the management port is enabled, PCS
connects to Remote Syslog Server through management port and admin disables management
port.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R12.1 Release
Please refer to SA40771 for issues fixed in this release.
http://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Security_Advisories/SA40771

New Features in 8.1R12 Release
The following table describes the major features that are introduced in this release.
Table 3: List of New Features

Feature

Description

Integration with new Pulse Connect Secure leverages OPSWAT integration for endpoint desktop compliance evaluation.
OPSWAT SDK v4
With this release the newer version of OPSWAT v4 is used as the v3 version will be EOL’ed by end
of 2017.
Note: Ensure that all the servers and clients are upgraded before upgrading to OPSWAT v4.

Known Issues in 8.1R12 Release
Table 4: Known Issues in This Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-351375

Description
If Pulse is installed with a predefined configuration set from PCS/PPS_A and then an
upgrade is done against PCS/PPS_B with a different predefined configuration set, Pulse
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will not complete the connection. The Pulse client must be stopped (exited) and
restarted for the connection to complete.
PRS-351360

Java delivery fails when encryption strength 168-bit and greater is configured on
8.1R11.1 and above. This is due to the limitation in Java where Java does not support
AES256. For more details, refer to KB40559.

Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R12 Release
Table 5: Noteworthy Changes in This Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-349490

Users are not advised to close the browser after session termination; the signed out/timed out
message now indicates that the browser should be closed for increased security.

PRS-340522

Prior to this release custom Host Checker policy for Statement of Health (SoH) checks are not
supported for agentless (browser-based) connections. This is now supported.

PRS-349507

OPSWAT v4 SDK support has been added (See KB40318 for more information).

PRS-350424

Added UI option under System > Configuration > Security > SSL Options > Allowed
Encryption Strength where 3DES has been moved from high to medium to mitigate Sweet
32 vulnerability.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R12 Release
Table 6: Resolved in 8.1R12 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-345865

Import from Pulse One may fail if a role or realm contains multi-byte characters with the error
“Failed to get top-level element name”.

PRS-35157

DNS resolution fails through Network Connect temporarily after the tunnel connects successfully.

PRS-351508

Host Checker policy failure messages/reason strings in the user access log may not display
complete messages.

PRS-351209

Changes cannot be saved at Users>User Roles>role Name>General due to an internal server
error (HTTP/500).

PRS-351187

Upgrade to a new PCS version fails on virtual appliances.

PRS-343158

The VPN tunneling daemon, dsagentd, may fail when IKEv2 and OCSP are configured.

PRS-347116

Host Checker incorrectly tries to check virus definition updates for WebRoot. WebRoot only
supports checking definition age.

PRS-349121

SNMP results for iveConcurrentUsers and clusterConcurrentUsers reports identical values when
using a config-only cluster.

PRS-347583

IKEv2 connections are disconnected and new users cannot connect when the tunnel setup rate is
high.

PRS-346477

IKEv2 connections are disconnected or fail to connect when a directory/attribute server is
configured on the realm.

PRS-345523

WSAM auto-uninstall fails for non-admin users with the Pulse Installer Service running.

PRS-347025

Log archiving may not send at a scheduled time.
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PRS-347729

System resources may be fully utilized and prevent login and/or launching of client softwares if
the Active Directory server becomes unreachable when users are changing their passwords. This
impacts only the AD/NT server type.

PRS-349373

Role mapping based on group membership may fail when using AD/NT server type.

PRS-350480

Changing the serial console type on a virtual appliance may cause serial console access to fail.

PRS-346515

Upgrading the PCS OS on a PSA appliance may fail and cause the upgraded version to be listed as
the rollback version.

PRS-350060

Pulse may take more than 60 seconds to disconnect.

PRS-342154

SSH bookmark always prompts to store the fingerprint of the server, even after initial acceptance.

PRS-348599

SAP 7.4 fails to rewrite correctly.

PRS-348012

The virtual memory utilization graph may fail to display.

PRS-347314

No warning message on appliances that load the Pulse One image. Once this is selected, the PCS
and PPS personalities are not available.

PRS-348281

GINA-based Network Connect login may fail if Host Checker is enabled.

PRS-341742

Recurring meeting details cannot be viewed.

PRS-339987

Concurrent session warning for admin login may show an invalid admin login time when using a
config-only cluster.

PRS-346524

The DHCP OPTION value configured in the VPN Tunneling connection profile may not be sent
during a DHCP release.

PRS-342896

Host Checker may fail if the PAC file has hostnames configured with wildcard values.

PRS-344919

The web daemon may crash when using Host Checker and Pulse (L3 and L4) under heavy load.

PRS-344390

Toggling the Dynamic Policy Evaluation setting on a realm may set the concurrent user limit to
default.

PRS-344534

Host Checker machine certificate validation may fail if an expired and valid certificate match the
trusted client CA.

PRS-337057

License server incorrectly displays SA/IC instead of PCS/PPS.

PRS-344513

The Host Checker daemon, TNCS, may fail if a Host Checker policy name contains special
characters.

PRS-346565

Added support for the new Turkey time zone information.

PRS-343902

A warning message now is generated for systems using the legacy AD/NT auth server type.

PRS-343882

RADIUS accounting data is not updated properly for L4 per-app and WSAM connections.

PRS-345415

Host Checker may fail to detect McAfee Endpoint Security 10.1.

PRS-347489

Host Checker may fail to correctly identify automatic updates are enabled through the Statement
of Health (SoH) check.

PRS-347276

Changing configuration options at System>Configuration>Security may cause the web daemon to
fail.

PRS-341356

The Pulse Collaboration Plug-in for Outlook fails to load.

PRS-343361

Configuration elements with multi-byte characters are not uploaded to Pulse One, creating
incomplete copies for distribution.

PRS-339536

Output for the ping command may not display correct statistics.

PRS-340788

Password change and expiration messages are translated incorrectly into German.

PRS-342731

The VPN tunneling daemon, dsagentd, may crash when using DHCP for IP assignment.

PRS-342887

Smartcard authentication for terminal service bookmarks may fail when NLA is enabled for nondomain systems.

PRS-342491

Citrix listed applications with SSO configured use the server credentials rather than user
credentials.
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PRS-347221

HTTP 500 error is presented when the backend resource for an authorization only URL is not
allowed in a web ACL.

PRS-347796

Pulse One is now available as a personality on the PSA 7000.

PRS-340825

Source IP may be recorded incorrectly when users logout from a VPN tunnel (Network Connect,
Pulse, IKEv2) in the user access log with multiple user sessions enabled.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R11.1 Release
Table 7: Resolved in 8.1R11.1 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-349469

Description
The Java-based JuniperSetupClient was signed without timestamp information. This causes the
JRE to not trust the applet after the expiration date when launching the following client
software’s: (e.g. OAC, Pulse, Network Connect, Windows Terminal Services, Citrix Terminal
Services, JSAM, WSAM.
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Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R11 Release
Table 8: Noteworthy Changes in This Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-307399

Sign-in URLs are created sequentially and different accesses can be found.

PRS-343514

The URL is now randomized.

PRS-346749

Error seen while upgrading & WSAM in disconnected state Symptom: Error seen while
upgrading & WSAM in disconnected state. As part of uninstallation it is not able to stop
samproxy which is the root cause. Conditions: If WSAM is upgraded from Pre-8.1R11
onwards to 8.1R11, we see this issue. This issue is not seen when upgraded from 8.1R11
to later releases.
Work Around: Kill the Pre-8.1R11 WSAM process from task manager and upgrade to
8.1R10.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R11 Release
Table 9 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 9: Resolved in 8.1R11 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-348176

dsSamProxy.exe may create a crash dump file while WSAM is running.

PRS-348105

Pulse-based WSAM may not upgrade the TDI driver used.

PRS-348221

WSAM UI shows an invalid log location.

PRS-340377

Large, automatic user record deletion events may cause instability.

PRS-341016

The daemon responsible for generating dashboard updates may experience 100% CPU
utilization systems in a cluster.

PRS-342180

Network Connect fails to launch for clients using the Japanese version of Mac OS 10.6 and 10.8.

PRS-337016

If a Host Checker policy contains 120 rules, the user access log report may not properly send to
syslog servers.

PRS-342159

Session resumption may succeed erroneously if the user has been disconnected longer than
the configured idle timeout value.

PRS-342017

WSAM bypass application list does not exclude applications listed with file path.

PRS-330382

NIC status is not properly reported via SNMP for ifAdminStatus is down and ifOperStatus is up.

PRS-341353

POST values configured for HTTP may render incorrectly through the rewrite engine.

PRS-341671

Pulse Collaboration email links include legacy junospulse:// URL, preventing mobile clients from
joining a session by clicking on the email join link.

PRS-336168

VoIP calls may fail using an ESP tunnel.

PRS-344992

Windows 10 is correctly identified as a client and may prevent browser-based login from
succeeding when using Host Checker.

PRS-342326

SmartBear collaboration tool may fail to load with Chrome.

PRS-345487

Users may be unable to connect when the URL selection feature is enabled.

PRS-331487

Active Directory troubleshooting logs are incorrectly named using legacy juniper name
(juniper_ad_logs).
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PRS-333162

The node secret for ACE authentication may become invalidated during an upgrade or reboot.

PRS-344520

Files downloaded through the file browse bookmarks contain invalid characters for Japanese
and Chinese filenames.

PRS-344771

WSAM may fail to disconnect if a proxy is used on the client with a message “Unable to stop
Secure Application Manager”.

PRS-344751

Terminal Service bookmark SSO fails on Windows 10 Redstone.

PRS-340892

Microsoft Office files fail to be checked out from Sharepoint 2013 correctly through the rewriter.

PRS-341801

Standard WSAM fails to connect on Windows 10 Redstone.

PRS-337143

HTML5 video does not play through the rewriter. Starting with the release, the HTML5 video
and source tags are now supported.

PRS-347789

Host Checker may fail to install on macOS clients when an earlier version of the Pulse Setup
client is installed.

PRS-344583

WSAM bypass applications fail to properly exclude application traffic if the definition on the
server includes a ‘*’ in the filename.

PRS-342992

Files downloaded using the file browsing feature with Firefox that contain spaces have the
name after the space removed.

PRS-336990

The Pulse Mobile client for iOS shows connected but does not pass traffic after device wakeup,
new option "Reconnect VPN on wakeup" is added under System > Configuration > Mobile to
trigger a re-assert and re-connect.

PRS-340973

SNMP may prevent a cluster recovering from a network problem.

PRS-340753

VPN Tunneling bandwidth management significantly lower-than-expected throughout values.

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R10
Table 10 describes new features support in 8.1R10.
Table 10: New Features in 8.1R10 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-343127

Description
Windows Terminal Service custom URLs can now be configured to enable or disable NLA
by adding the following parameter at the end of the TS bookmark.
"disablenla=yes" reverts to pre 8.1R7 behavior that disables NLA.
"disablenla=no" enables NLA. (Introduced in 8.1R7)
(Note that the above parameter should be added without double quotes.)

PRS-345370

Support for Windows 10 Redstone.

PRS-340499

Enhanced OPSWAT Patch Management Policy: Enables customers to select options to
configure various Severity and Category for Host Checker and evaluate policy for windows
system.
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Problems Resolved in 8.1R10 Release
Table 11Table describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 11: Resolved in 8.1R10 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-344645

JSAM may not connect correctly or consistently when the client machine is configured to use a
proxy with NTLM authentication.

PRS-343962

When upgrading the Pulse Secure Installer Service, the Pulse UI may not restart.

PRS-343060

The procfsd daemon may crash when starting a TCP dump and restarting services.

PRS-341608

Bandwidth management policies fail to save on the SPE VA edition of the PCS OS.

PRS-341596

The contextEngineID in the SNMP v3 trap changes with each SNMP message.

PRS-341488

VPN Transport options now indicate that MD5 is a potential security issue.

PRS-341484

The client-side debug log includes the VDI session token ID and desktop information.

PRS-341597

VLAN/Source IP restrictions are not honored with Pulse WSAM.

PRS-338219

cgi-server may fail when doing LDAP lookup.

PRS-339490

AirWatch REST API calls updated to support AirWatch 8.3.1 for MDM server instances.

PRS-340545

The error message for authentication failure reports which server failed (primary or secondary);
the message now reports generic username/password failure.

PRS-341593

PDF files fail to download when accessed through the rewriter using Firefox.

PRS-341590

Key exchange for ESP transport resets the idle timer for VPN sessions.

PRS-342078

SSH bookmarks fail to connect with error message "connection closed".

PRS-341938

dsserver-tasks may prevent Pulse Mobile Android users from maintaining VPN sessions.

PRS-342194

Pulse SAM fails to connect on Windows 10 Anniversary Edition.

PRS-342835

LZO compression on the VPN tunneling transport may cause instability when SSL acceleration is
enabled.

PRS-339579

Pulse client does not launch after SAML authentication on Mac OS.

PRS-341650

Pulse offers saving credentials when saving credentials is disabled and RSA is the server type.

PRS-342090

Pulse does not properly detect existing version information when using the WSAM access
mechanism.

PRS-339486

Pulse WSAM does not connect properly with Windows 10 Anniversary Edition.

PRS-344850

Adjustments are available for enabling or disabling NLA on external terminal service bookmarks.

PRS-343398

Pulse upgrade and installation may fail on Windows 10 Anniversary Edition.

PRS-345130

Users are erroneously able to see an option to disable NLA for user-created Citrix bookmarks.

PRS-341755

Pulse Desktop credential provider starts the browser as SYSTEM when used with SAML
authentication.
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Known Issues in 8.1R10 Release
Table 12 describes the open issues in 8.1R10 release.
Table 12: Known Issues in This Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-344820

Redstone Support: SSO credentials are not getting sent with WTS on Redstone.

PRS-344819

Windows 10 Redstone Preview 10.0.14291 standalone WSAM not working (non-Pulse)

Problems Resolved in 8.1R9.1 Release
Table 13 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 13: Resolved in 8.1R9.1 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-343966

Description
Upgrading the Installer Service does not restart the Pulse UI

Problems Resolved in 8.1R9 Release
Table 14 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 14: Resolved in 8.1R9 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-324291

Host Checker periodic updates may fail when using SSL transport mode.

PRS-326867

The user access log may show an incorrect transfer size when large files are accessed through a
VPN tunnel.

PRS-330443

Custom SoH (Statement-of-Health) policies may fail on Windows 10.

PRS-331813

Log files at Log/Monitoring load slowing when using a custom filter. This change allows the
query section to load prior to the log display.

PRS-333061

If the cluster VIP fails from Node-A to Node-B due to network connectivity failure, the VIP may
fail back to Node-A when Node-A network access is restored.

PRS-333721

Network Connect GINA/Credential Provider login fails on Windows 10.

PRS-336676

User Access log entries may show incorrect source IP for IKEv2 users when multiple sessions
are enabled.

PRS-336784

CPU utilization is 100% after a Pulse One-based configuration is imported.

PRS-336902

Pulse 5.2 installers do not download from a pre-8.2 PCS appliance.

PRS-336963

JSAM fails to tunnel application data when JRE 1.6 is the active JRE.

PRS-337892

If” Launch seamless window" is enabled on a terminal service bookmark the defined
RemoteApp will fail to open.

PRS-338266

A Pulse One daemon leaks a minuscule amount of memory after registration.

PRS-338299

Cache Cleaner may delete the C:\ directory if the internet cache & temporary files directory
locations cannot be identified.
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PRS-338623

The rewriter may send an identical request if the response is not received entirely.

PRS-339308

Admin privilege prompt occurring after upgrading to 8.1R8 with an earlier Installer Service
version on the client PC.

PRS-339599

The Domain parameter is not passed for terminal service session bookmarks.

PRS-339960

Users may be able to extend their session through Pulse if “Session Timeout Warning” is
enabled AND “Session Extension” option is disabled.

PRS-340348

SSO fails when using custom ICA bookmarks.

PRS-337892

If “Launch seamless window" is enabled on a terminal service bookmark and the terminal
server being accessed has NLA enabled, then the defined RemoteApp will fail to open.

Known Issues in 8.1R9 Release
Table 15 describes the open issues in 8.1R9 release.
Table 15: Known Issues in This Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-339685

Description
Occasionally when clicking sign out from the browser, Cache Cleaner might not clean out the
temporary folders.

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R8
Pulse Linux Client Host Checker Functionality
This Pulse Linux Client feature is to support java-free host checking functionality on Linux. Pulse Linux Client
checks endpoint properties for file, process and port rule types to allow access to protected resources. Pulse
Secure Linux Client Host Checker functionality complies with the standards produced by the Trusted Network
Connect (TNC) subgroup of Trusted Computing Group.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R8 Release
Table 16 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 16: Resolved in 8.1R8 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-318508

Host Checker log messages over 255 characters are not correctly recorded on the PCS/PPS
server logs.

PRS-324047

User records may not synchronize as expected when using user record synchronization.

PRS-326488

MP4 videos may not play correctly through mobile browsers.

PRS-328675

User logins are allowed through IPv6 address of management port.

PRS-329033

Host Checker machine certificate check fails through Pulse.

PRS-329411

User access log may show mismatched logged in username between ActiveSync user and
PCS username.

PRS-331779

A file bookmark to a specific file prompts to save "download" rather than “filename”.

PRS-332030

Radius may crash during EAP authentication.

PRS-332212

Pulse users may be unable to get IP from DHCP server.
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PRS-333054

The concurrent user graph may show an incorrect number of users.

PRS-333749

JSAM connections fail if client proxy requires NTLM authentication.

PRS-333926

Radius may crash during EAP authentication.

PRS-334161

When a page is set to be not rewritten AND “unwritten pages open in a new window” is
enabled, a POST request results in Internal Server Error.

PRS-334388

Static password specified in WTS bookmark changes when viewing the bookmark.

PRS-334419

Host Checker may fail through the Pulse Client if registry checks are configured to “monitor
rule for change in result”.

PRS-335210

SSL setting warnings are NOT displayed on the Dashboard; they are only displayed on the
Overview page.

PRS-335285

While connecting from Pulse client after session resumption, realm information is missing
from user access logs.

PRS-335501

After upgrade from 8.1 to 8.2R1, the warning on RC4 cipher being enabled is not displayed.

PRS-336378

File attachments from Lotus Notes 9 fails when using Internet Explorer 11 with ActiveX.

PRS-336451

Host Checker on Linux reveals the requirements for process names, port numbers and file
name checks.

PRS-336695

Ubuntu Software Center displays “bad quality package warning”, when installing Pulse
through GUI.

PRS-336944

XML import of LDAP Server duplicates user attributes. When using Pulse One it can cause
sync concerns.

PRS-337010

On 32-bit Windows machine, users received "An authentication error has occurred" error
message when launching Windows Terminal Services bookmark if admin enabled Windows
Terminal Services client logging.

PRS-337315

XML import fails when Pulse One tries to distribute a SAML auth. Server.

PRS-337317

After config distribution of Pulse One, the target AD auth server lacks required elements.

PRS-337358

Host Checker: Reason strings are not recorded for process checks in user access log from the
Pulse Secure client for Linux.

PRS-337496

Registering with Pulse One causes swap memory to slowly increase.

PRS-337602

Windows Terminal Services client takes more CPU than previous versions immediately after
launch.

PRS-337619

Host Checker: Remediation action of killing process fails with Pulse Secure client for Linux.

PRS-337632

Importing UNIX file browsing resource profiles through Pulse One fails with process
snapshot on receiving appliance.

PRS-337634

Configurations pushed from Pulse One import with wrong rule order for role mapping and
detailed rules for ACLs.

PRS-337684

Unable to download Pulse 5.2R2 installer from PCS Installers page.

PRS-337752

Unable to connect with Windows Terminal Services (WTS) using a custom port (other than
port 3389).

PRS-337762

Host Checker: Remediation action of killing process fails through Pulse Secure client for Linux
if the same process, from two different paths, has an MD5 listed.

PRS-337789

Passthrough proxy applications fail to be installed from Pulse One-based push.

PRS-337849

Pulse Secure client for Linux fails to login after performing Host Checker remediation actions.

PRS-337858

Pulse Secure client for Linux displays incorrect copyright information.

PRS-337934

Pulse Secure client for Linux incorrectly times out Host Checker evaluation after ~20 minutes.

PRS-337970

Pulse Secure client for Linux is unable to connect to PCS with error 110 if there is network
latency.

PRS-337976

Pulse Secure client for Linux fails authentication when realm has a space in the name.

PRS-337983

Pulse Secure client for Linux usage example shows a deprecated option.
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PRS-338056

Host Checker policy names longer than 100 characters pushed from Pulse One cause
process snapshots.

PRS-338149

When upgrading the Pulse Secure client for Linux through the CLI RPM installation, the
directory where the RPM is stored is deleted.

Known Issues in 8.1R8 Release
Table 17 describes the open issues in 8.1R8 release.
Table 17: Known Issues in 8.1R8 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-335996

Description
A PCS or PPS appliance that has an Internal Virtual System (IVS) license cannot connect to
Pulse One. The two features are incompatible.
It is possible that it will fail to connect even if the IVS license is deleted. In this case, a system
config without IVS configured would need to be imported in order to connect to Pulse One.

PRS-337815

Pulse Linux Host Checker: Periodic Handshake is not supported in Pulse Command line
launcher Host Checker support for Linux.

PRS-335901

Pulse Linux client does not support Muti-Factor Authentication (MFA).

PRS-338860

Pulse Linux client does not support client certificate authentication.

PRS-337982

Pulse Linux: Pulse Client does not print any error when user attempts to establish duplicate
tunnels.

PSD-1177

Pulse Linux Client should use system proxy settings.

PRS-337937

Pulse Linux: User session is still active in PCS after upload log activity is completed.

PRS-337741

Pulse service is not stopping even if the tunnel goes down due to network connectivity issues.

PRS-338214

If using Pulse Collaboration without the Pulse VPN desktop client, an upgrade of the Pulse
Collaboration to 8.1R8 will result in a reboot prompt. The end user will need to reboot the
Windows machine in order to use the 8.1r8 version of the Pulse collaboration client. This
behavior is seen on all supported Windows platforms.

PRS-336136

The Pulse One configuration settings will be overwritten when a user settings configuration
from 8.1R6 or lesser version, is imported to 8.1R7 or higher. XML import of Pulse One
configuration settings is not affected by this change.

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R7
There’s a new Pulse Linux Client that is available with the 8.1R7 PCS release.
The Pulse Linux Client provides the following,




Support for latest versions of 64 bit Linux Operating Systems. The Pulse Linux client rpm and debian packages have
been qualified on CentOS 6.4 and Ubuntu 14.04 respectively.
Command line access. There are various options available for the users to connect, disconnect, check status, etc.
No Java dependency. The Pulse Linux client can run without any Java installed.
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The Linux Client is available in the form of either a debian package or an rpm package. The client packages are
available for the PCS administrator to download and distribute from the Installers page. For further information
on the usage of the Pulse Secure Linux client, please refer to the following articles,
https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Secure_Article/KB40126 – How to use the command line client
https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Secure_Article/KB40116 – How to install the command line client

Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R7 Release
A warning is displayed in the admin console if any of the following settings are configured that would make the
SSL communication not as secure as it could be:




If negotiations with weak ciphers is permitted.
If RC4 is the default cipher.
If TLS Renegotiation is enabled.

Changes have been made to the syslog format. For specific details, please refer to
https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Secure_Article/KB401

Security Issues Resolved in 8.1R7 release
Table 18 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 18: Resolved in 8.1R7 Release

Problem
Report
Number
PRS-328829

Description

Race condition with NewSessionTicket (CVE-2015-1791). Please reference the security advisory
for further details, https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Security_Advisories/SA40002/ .

Problems Resolved in 8.1R7 Release
Table 19 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 19: Resolved in 8.1R7 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-316842

If the number of split-tunneling policies applied to a Network Connect or Pulse user crosses
255, a process crash will occur causing all other users' tunnels to get disconnected. In 8.1r7,
the user will still be unable to connect but active tunnels on the PCS device will not be
impacted.

PRS-326455

Windows Terminal Services connection to a Windows 10 host cannot be established when
using the Terminal Services access mechanism.

PRS-327348

A memory leak occurs each time the dashboard page is viewed in a browser.

PRS-328708

A process on a PCS device might restart if the following conditions are true: Multicast traffic
is being tunneled through a Pulse or NC VPN tunnel.
The PCS device is under load.
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PRS-328730

Unable to create a new IVS configuration using an existing IVS as initial configuration.

PRS-328806

When doing a selective push configuration, the customized computer name in an AD server
instance in the target machine gets overwritten by the auto generated computer name.

PRS-329056

Both nodes in an A/P cluster claim the external VIP if the internal port of the active node
fails and if the "Disable External port when Internal port fails" option is enabled.

PRS-330284

A process may crash during IKEv2 EAP MS-CHAPv2 authentications.

PRS-330302

When using Pulse WSAM with a proxy, the connection may go down if the connection is left
idle.

PRS-330340

A Windows 10 user shows up as “Others” instead of “Windows 10” in the Device OS column
on the PCS dashboard.

PRS-331088

MP4 files on Android/Google Chrome cannot be played through the rewriter.

PRS-331722

Accessing VMWare Horizon View HTML5 Access 6.0.1, 6.1 and 6.2 via PCS Rewriter throws
blank Screen.

PRS-332053

Unable to delete a Trusted Client CA certificate through XML import. The operation results
in a critical log message, "Program impexpserver recently failed”.

PRS-332299

If Pulse One is configured on PCS and Pulse One Workspace server sends any LDAP group
sync request without any groups then it results in high CPU consumption on PCS.

PRS-332399

If the connection is set to ‘user or computer’ or ‘user’ AND ‘pre-desktop login’, "Allow user to
override connection policy" option is enabled and cannot be disabled.

PRS-333129

When FIPS is enabled, default value for 'Allowed Encryption Strength' will be "Custom SSL
Cipher Selection".

PRS-333139

Pulse connection pushed from device with preconfigured connections fails to launch VPN
the first time as the GUIDs and server IDs change after import.

PRS-333187

After Network Connect is installed on Mac OS X, Network Connect version and build
numbers are not displayed.

PRS-333245

Client certificates with EKU extensions through Pulse cause a memory leak.

PRS-333247

A memory leak is seen when IKEv2 users are deleted from the admin console.

PRS-333299

If using JRE 7, JSAM will not connect if the SSL option on the PCS device is configured to
accept only "TLS 1.1 and greater" or TLS 1.2.

PRS-333319

When importing the Activesync role settings, the PCS device throws Invalid path reference
error message

PRS-333512

The IE browser freezes when rewriting a SAP Net Weaver page.

PRS-333763

When an end-user logs in to a chrome notebook machine, the Device OS shows up as
"Others" on PCS dashboard instead of "Chrome Notebook".

PRS-333888

User record synchronization cannot be enabled on the standard mode Active Directory
server instance.

PRS-334053

Import of SNMPv3 configuration on PCS having SNMPv2 configuration does not generate
new Engine ID.

PRS-334156

Pulse One log messages have been improved.

PRS-334179

Web portal with multiple access to innerHTMLs using javaSript loads slowly.

PRS-334586

Pulse One credential renegotiation (which occurs every 1-6 days as per configuration)
causes disconnect of Pulse One communication.

PRS-335122

Display username and serial number from the client certificate for OCSP check access log
messages.

PRS-336161

Modified the XML that is uploaded to Pulse One making it easier for the system to identify
the configuration changes and conflicts between two PCS appliances.

PRS-332078

Winbindd may fail when the backend AD server(s) have long response times.
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PRS-330605

Traps generated from PCS with SNMPV3 configuration are rejected by trap receiver. If
upgrading from a pre-8.1r7 build, this problem will continue to appear until the
configuration has been set from SNMPv3 to SNMPv2 and then back again to SNMPv3.

Known Issues in 8.1R7 Release
Table 20 describes the open issues in 8.1R7 release.
Table 20: Known Issues in 8.1R7 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-336245

During a push configuration operation, the setting of option, “Enable SSL bulk encryption
through the FIPS card” is not pushed from source device to target device. This impacts only
hardware FIPS devices.

PRS-336407

The VPN clients on Linux, both the 64-bit Pulse Linux client and the 32-bit Network Connect
client, do not support configurations where the proxy is placed between PCS and protected
resource.

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R6
NDPP DHE-2048 Key Exchange Enhancement
To address the security vulnerability CVE-2015-4000 (Logjam issue), a new option has been added under
‘System -> Configuration -> Security -> SSL Options’ that ensures that all Diffie-Hellman key exchanges use a
2048 bit key.
The TLS protocol uses Key Exchange algorithms to transfer the pre-master secret between an SSL client and an
SSL server. The major key exchange algorithms supported in TLS are RSA, ECDHE and DHE. Security of the TLS
transfer depends heavily on the use of stronger keys for key exchange algorithms.
The current Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange (DHE) uses 512 or 1024 bits keys which are considered
cryptographically weak. If this new option is enabled, the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange will use 2048-bit keys.
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Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R6 Release
Pulse Connect Secure (PCS) acting as License clients, running 8.1R1 and above will not be able to lease licenses
from License Servers running on 8.0R1 to 8.0R4. If you plan to upgrade PCS License clients to 8.1R1 and above
versions, you would have to upgrade your License Servers to 8.0R5 and above. See KB40095 for more
information.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R6 Release
Table 21 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 21: Resolved in 8.1R6 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-327644

Log archiving may fail intermittently.

PRS-330765

When using the rewriter, "Add Expense report" functionality in PeopleSoft ERP 9.2 fails.

PRS-330678

When the policy, “Don't rewrite content: Redirect to target web server” is configured for a large
FORM POST then this might result in a rewrite process crash.

PRS-330432

Intermittently, Pulse clients can get stuck at the connecting state and fail to connect.

PRS-330047

When using certificate authentication with IKEv2 tunnels and Activesync connections, the
memory usage on the device can grow.

PRS-333033

When using IKEv2 functionality, there is a per connection memory leak.

PRS-329556

Access to shared drive within a web resource through web rewrite fails.

PRS-329334

When both primary and secondary authentications are used, Pulse user is unable to change
secondary password when it expires.

PRS-328952

Users are unable to connect to PCS through WSAM/NC when Microsoft provided registry
entries to disable DHE Cipher suites are set in the client machine.

PRS-328902

Syslog messages do not contain 'PulseSecure' string in them. Syslog messages will now contain
the “PulseSecure” string

PRS-328239

The agent type for Pulse users on Windows 10 show up as "Windows Vista Pulse Secure" on
the Active Users page. This has now been fixed to display "Windows 10 Pulse Secure."

PRS-328234

When Pulse Secure client on devices running Chrome OS is used, Pulse Connect Secure will
display wrong agent type, "Pulse Secure Inbox Plugin", on "Active Users" page after SSL VPN
connection is established. This has now been corrected to display, "Chrome OS Pulse Secure
App”.

PRS-327913

Network Connect does not lease an IP correctly on Windows 10.

PRS-326870

When rewriting a web page that contains VBScript, the rewrite server process might crash.

PRS-326846

Pulse and Network Connect tunnels are unable to connect if Bandwidth management is
enabled.

PRS-325965

Sometimes long lived SAML server processes can lead to higher swap memory utilization.

PRS-325502

Automatic DNS registration fails for Network Connect.

PRS-324850

ACL count in user access logs is incorrect after removing duplicate IP table entries.

RS-323482

Windows 'Onboard' button is missing on end user home page on Windows 10 OS.

PRS-323316

RADIUS process may use excessive memory due to high volume of incomplete
authentications.

PRS-320571

HTML5 resource access causes 100% CPU and the PCS becomes unreachable.
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PRS-319166

Troubleshooting page options greyed out on clicking the Guidance link.

PRS-318593

When accessing desktop sessions over HTML5, the webserver may crash in an environment
with network delays.

PRS-318426

If a VPN tunneling is used by multiple roles and a user maps to multiple roles that use the
same ACL, the ACL limit is reached prematurely.

PRS-312175

Pulse fails to upgrade if the initial connection is through machine authentication.

PRS-331187

Client applications in 8.1R1 and earlier fail to launch when Pulse Setup Client 8.1R2+ is
installed.

Known Issues in 8.1R6 Release
Table 22 describes the open issues in 8.1R6 release.
Table 22: Known Issues in 8.1R6 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-333494

On Mac OS X endpoints, Pulse Collaboration and JSAM launch fails to launch unless the user
installs Java

PRS-333645

On Windows 10, there are intermittent connection failures with Network Connect after Network
Connect has been uninstalled and then relaunched.

PRS-333245

Memory usage on the PCS device may grow steadily If using certificate authentication for IKEv2
tunnels. For such configurations, the recommendation is to monitor swap memory usage on
the device and reboot periodically if constantly increasing swap memory usage is seen.

PRS-333118

On a Windows client, Network Connect is unable to connect if the Network Connect virtual
adapter is disabled then re- enabled.

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R5.1
No new features have been added to 8.1R5.1 Release. It just has defects fixes related to Pulse One as
mentioned in the Problems Resolved section below.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R5.1 Release
Table 23 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 23: Resolved in 8.1R5.1 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PCS-2577

REST send/receive update fails due to REST thread in SA went into deadlock state

PCS-2511

Wrong Auth Failure count displayed on the PulseOne console

PCS-2385

Config upload fails to retry after two failed attempts

PCS-2367

Configuration Upload to Pulse One server fails following a DNS address change

PCS-2317

If registration fails because Pulse One unreachable, appliance displays bad message
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Known Issues in 8.1R5.1 Release
Table 24 describes the open issues in 8.1R5.1 release.
Table 24: Known Issues in 8.1R5.1 Release

Problem Report
Number
NA

Description
NA

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R5
LDAP Group Sync Integration for Pulse Workspace Auto-provisioning
PCS appliance can be integrated with the Pulse Workspace console server (PWS) to auto-provision Workspace
for mobile devices based on user’s LDAP group membership.

Enhanced Logging for OCSP Enhancement
This feature is an enhancement in our user access logs to show detailed logging information during the process
of Certification Revocation Check using OCSP Protocol. There are no UI enhancements as part of this feature.
With this enhanced logging, when user has multiple OCSP Responder Server for the Client Certificate Revocation
Check and Need to know at any given point in time the following information is provided in the User Access
Logs:



Which user name whose certificate is checked for Revocation against which OCSP URL of the responder Server
holding what IP Address.
OCSP Revocation Checking Start Message, IVE Send Request to OCSP Responder Server Message, OCSP
Responder Response Message (both OCSP Error Response and OCSP Valid Response Info), and OCSP
Revocation Checking Succeeded Message.

Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R5 Release
The “Pulse One” menu option has moved from the main menu. This option is now available under “Settings” ->
“Configuration” -> “Pulse One”.
This release of 8.1R5 (or 5.2R3 as applicable) comes with Pulse One option enabled.
However, this option is not available for use until Pulse One SaaS application is officially released. For additional
details on Pulse One, please click on https://www.pulsesecure.net/products/pulse-one

Security Issues Resolved in 8.1R5 release

Table 25 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
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Table 25: Security Issues Resolved in 8.1R5 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-327861

Description
TLS issue with SA server (Finished message) (CVE-2015-5369). Please reference the security
advisory for further details,
https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Security_Advisories/SA40004.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R5 Release
Table 26 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 26: Resolved in 8.1R5 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

329943

Accessing certain Office 365 OWA features through rewriter gives an error.

329631

If JIS is installed, after upgrade, user sees popup error while downloading setup client.

328574

After upgrading during the first reboot(post-install) prints error messages like VM- integer
expression expected

328558

Contents in Iframe are not rendered properly through SA after upgrade.

328518

Proxy-server is crashing when PTP policy is available for the URL inlocation header.

328277

Secure Meeting does not launch on Windows 10 when using a browser with Java delivery.

327662

Logoff on connect feature is causing Network connect to remain in connecting state during
login into windows after initial logoff.

327629

Access of webmail via Office 365 through the rewriter fails.

327478

Not able to change RESOURCE and POST URL in SSO for Citrix Storefront.

327437

When using DHCP to assign VPN tunneling IP address DNS suffix within the DHCP offer is
incorrectly parsed.

327393

In certain cases when backend server sends data character by character the rewriter fails
to inject the preclude.

326609

wrong source IP gets displayed in the user access logs as the secondary auth is successful
before the primary auth when a user tries to authenticate to PCS configured with dual
auth.

325564

Executing SNMP GET If OperStatus command on PCS returns an incorrect interface status.

320740

Automatic replies cannot be managed through Firefox when the session timer is enabled

319363

When PCS acts as an SP and received an SAML AuthnRequest which contains unsupported
authn context refs than it rejects it.

317413

Modifying inner HTML property which is read only in certain cases is causing runtime
exception in Internet Explorer

325487

There is no mechanism available for Pulse connect secure admin to delete the stale
Activesync device records when the appliance is not an activesync provider anymore on
the Pulse workspace console.
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325527

When a Pulse workspace admin selects a different appliance as the activesync provider,
the activesync records from the previous appliance are not deleted.

325330

The notification with respect to configuration options applicable for Pulse workspace
onboarded devices should be placed correctly.

325505

Admin delete action should be denied for the role which is currently enabled for Pulse
workspace onboarded devices under Pulse One Active Sync Handler Configuration.

3255497

Roles which are not enabled with secure email feature should not get listed in the
Activesync Handler configuration options.

330819

Host Checker on Windows 10 is stuck on Loading Components screen.

Known Issues in 8.1R5 Release
Table 27 describes the open issues in 8.1R5 release.
Table 27: Known Issues in 8.1R5 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-319166

During AD configuration, troubleshooting page options are greyed out on clicking the
Guidance link

PRS-330371

Web: Session timer prevents the out of office/automatic reply page from completely
loading on Firefox

PRS-329828

NC_GINA: NC GINA is reporting failed authentication

PCS-2047

User Group membership would fail for Pulse Workspace if the users are from the sub
domain of the configured LDAP domain.

PCS-2149

Pulse Workspace group validation might fail if the Group has members or memberOf
Groups from sub domains.

PCS-2033

Pulse Workspace user membership search and group validation results in invalid data if
the configured LDAP servers are not reachable.

PCS-2364

Pulse Workspace User membership search can result in invalid data if the users are from
different domains.

PCS-2253

Importing XML configuration of Pulse One ActiveSync role settings throws a warning
message: ‘Invalid path-reference’, but saves the configuration successfully.

Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R4.1 Release
PSA300, PSA3000, PSA5000, PSA7000c, and PSA7000f new hardware models are supported from this release
onwards. Please refer to PSA
New Hardware Guide (will update with correct link) for more information.
PSA7000c and PSA7000f models have LCD in the front panel that shows basic information of the system.
PSA7000c and PSA7000f models have software RAID1 support. Handling of disk failure in software RAID is
different compare to hardware RAID in the older hardware MAG. Admin needs to remove a disk from the RAID
and add a disk to the RAID through admin console. Please look at the admin guide for more details.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R4.1 Release
Table 28 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
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Table 28: Resolved in 8.1R4.1 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-329943

Accessing certain Office 365 OWA features through rewriter gives an error.

PRS-329631

If JIS is installed, after upgrade, user sees popup error while downloading setup client.

Known Issues in 8.1R4.1 Release
Table 29 describes the open issues in 8.1R4.1 release.
Table 29: Known Issues in 8.1R4.1 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-327629

Description
Unable to access webmail via Office 365 through the rewriter.
The workaround is to create a selective rewrite policy for URL
https://r1.res.office365.com/owa/prem/16.0.751.21/scripts/boot.worldwide.0.mouse.js
with action as "Don't rewrite content: Do not redirect to target web server"

PRS-329814

PSA7000c and PSA7000f don’t send SNMP trap for power supply.

PRS-328992

On PSA7000c and PSA7000f LCD, internal IP shows blank before internal IP is configured.

PRS-328986

When license server is not responding, HTML error is shown on licensing configuration
page instead of a user-friendly error.

PCS-1092

Fiber ports negotiates highest link speed by default thus Configure Link Speed doesn’t
work for fiber ports on PSA7000f models.

PRS-329376

After doing clear config on the system, it takes a couple of minutes before fan and RAID
status is shown in SA admin page.

PRS-328442

PSA300 and PSA3000 models do not show CPU temperature.

PRS-328991

New hardware - LCD testing - Internal IP is not displaying as disabled when it gets
disabled

PRS-328993

Occasionally after factory reset, on PSA new hardware, MTU is showing as zero by default
in external port settings

Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R4 Release
Table 30 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 30: Resolved in 8.1R4 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-323214

An option has been added in the admin console so that Pulse client doesn’t automatically
reconnect after the session ends.

PRS-325752

In the welcome message of the sign in page, the admin can now include hyperlinks with
VMWare-View custom protocol (vmware-view://). The set of allowed hyperlinks are now
vmware-view, http, https, mailto, ftp.
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Problems Resolved in 8.1R4 Release
Table 31 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 31: Resolved in 8.1R4 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-327235

Network Connect using FIPS mode may not connect successfully using Windows 7.

PRS-325984

dsagentd or cache-server may crash (create process snapshots) under high VPN Tunnel
load

PRS-327099

Signature verification for Host Checker binaries are taking more than 30 secs in some
instances, which is causing the timeout in SetupClient.

PRS-326964

Host Checker fails to launch when the MMF name does not match between the installed
version (Juniper) and updated version (Pulse Secure).

PRS-326748

If there are duplicate VPN tunneling ACLs assigned to a user then the order of evaluation
of the policies might be reversed from the chronological order.

PRS-326276

In cases where session roaming is enabled for users, the cache may grow excessively
large and could lead to a crash.

PRS-325375

Captive Portal detection error may be triggered if there is HTTP 302 response code
received while connecting to IVE.

PRS-324825

Using a 3rd party Host Checker policy for OPSWAT Gears may cause corrupt/garbled
characters to display when the policy fails.

PRS-324749

With Pulse, Host Checker fails to delete the files from the path specified with
<USERHOME> as environmental variable.

PRS-324544

The get-active-users DMI RPC doesn’t work.

PRS-324526

JIRA may not rewrite properly using IE 9 (404 messages or display rendering errors).

PRS-324480

High CPU usage may be observed when using ActiveSync enforcement on authorization
only access URL configuration.

PRS-324055

Host Checker custom rule using environmental variable %LOCALAPPDATA% fails with
Pulse.

PRS-323298

Logging: Policy trace fails to be cleared on IVS.

PRS-322856

An invalid DNS failure response from an external DNS server that is received by the Pulse
Secure server may cause dsagentd to crash.

PRS-322740

The Pulse Secure client may be unable to connect if a pre-signin notification is configured
with Host Checker

PRS-322687

ICMP error messages are sent with the physical port address rather than the VLAN
address

PRS-322071

Network Connect fails to restore PAC settings if the client machine is forcefully/abruptly
rebooted

PRS-322044

Host Checker remediation messages are presented twice when using Defender RADIUS

PRS-320448

If VPN tunneling is configured for DHCP-based IP address assignment AND a Pulse or
Network Connect user connects and disconnects in rapid succession, the IP may be
leased successfully on connection and not released upon disconnect

PRS-324747

There was an error parsing the "match" method in the client side javascript parser.

PRS-323067

When a PCS/PPS client successfully pulls a feature license from the license server, invalid
license count numbers may be recorded
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Known Issues in 8.1R3.2 Release
Table 32 describes the open issues in 8.1R3.2 release.
Table 32: Known Issues in 8.1R3.2 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-327235

On a Windows 7 Virtual Machine, NC FIPS fails to connect to SA after upgrading to
8.1R3.2

PRS-295093

The Pulse Mobile Onboarding functionality does not work in this release.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R3.1 Release
Table 33 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 33: Resolved in 8.1R3.1 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-325765

PKCS7 NULL pointer dereferences fix (CVE-2015-0289)

PRS-325766

ASN.1 structure reuse memory corruption fix (CVE-2015-0287)

PRS-325868

Segmentation fault in ASN1_TYPE_cmp fix (CVE-2015-0286)

PRS-325767

Base64 decode (CVE-2015-0292)

PRS-325768

Use After Free following d2i_ECPrivatekey error fix (CVE-2015-0209)

PRS-320183

In IVS, Syslog messages sent to syslog server are sent from management port.

For more details, please read the public advisory at
https://kb.pulsesecure.net/articles/Pulse_Secure_Article/SA40001

Pulse Connect Secure New Features in 8.1R3
Captive Portal Detection
This feature is to have Pulse detect when it is at a hotspot, and delay its connections until internet access is
granted. Additionally, Pulse will display enough status so that the user can understand what is happening, and
can be directed to take appropriate action. An Admin UI option has been added so this feature can be enabled
or disabled by the administrator.
Currently depending on the specifics of the hotspot, Pulse currently exhibit one of the behaviors below, all of
which are not very helpful to the end user.




Display an error
Display a trust prompt with the certificate of the portal
Remain in the “connecting” stat with no error message

With this new feature, whenever Pulse Desktop attempts a connection to an SA or IC, it will first detect if it is in a
captive portal and if so, notify the user of this condition. The notifications include:




Displaying a new message on the tray rollover
Displaying a new tray icon
Displaying a new status for the connection on the main UI
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Displaying a new icon for the connection on the main UI

Pulse then periodically reattempts the connection, and continues to display the notifications as long as Pulse is
in the captive portal. Once the user has authenticated to the captive portal (e.g. using a browser), Pulse will
detect that it is no longer in a captive portal, and will attempt to connect to the IVE as usual, and display the
normal icons and status messages.
The sample screenshot below shows the Admin UI option Administrator can enable:

The sample screenshot below shows the Pulse UI when captive portal has been detected:

Noteworthy Changes in 8.1R3 Release
The goal of this feature is to have Pulse detect when it is at a hotspot, and delay its connections until internet
access is granted. Additionally, Pulse will display enough status so that the user can understand what is
happening, and can be directed to take appropriate action. An Admin UI option has been added so this feature
can be enabled or disabled by the administrator.

Problems Resolved in 8.1R3 Release
Table 34 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 34: Resolved in 8.1R3 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-325285

L2/802.1x connection does not timeout even if the L3 TCP connection to the Pulse Policy
Secure (PPS/IC) is lost

PRS-324164

Multicast traffic may cause the web daemon to use 100% of the available CPU

PRS-324108

Captive Portal Detection can now be enabled/disabled through the admin UI

PRS-324033

Relative URL rewriting fails when backslashes are used in conjunction with query strings

PRS-323933

Hosts file entries fail to populate on Mac OS clients
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PRS-323861

All nodes in a cluster send syslog data even though log data is synchronized. The fixed
behavior is that only the node marked as ‘LEADER’ will forward the log data to the syslog
server

PRS-323699

In the event of user session deletion or time out, the Pulse Secure client reconnects to the last
used IP rather than issuing a new DNS lookup

PRS-323615

Captive Portal detection prevents successful connections if there is no rejection of the HTTP
probe

PRS-323598

If a VPN session is active and a user attempts to login to a second system, the client
continually authenticates to the second node

PRS-323447

No process dump was created for a specific daemon

PRS-323435

URL redirection may trigger an erroneous captive portal message on the Pulse Secure client

PRS-323028

Extraneous log message recorded on the console during upgrade

PRS-322973

Web server may crash when malformed IP packet is received at IVE.

PRS-322710

Web applications that include *DSID* in the name may cause connection failure for Pulse
Secure helper software

PRS-322112

Rewrite engine may fail to rewrite application functions correctly and cause the page not to
load

PRS-321885

DNS and NetBIOS lookups prevent WSAM from hitting idle session timeout

PRS-321800

SSL cipher settings changes are not recorded in the admin and event logs

PRS-321629

AD authentication may not correctly fallback to secondary DNS server if the primary is
unreachable

PRS-320605

TLS syslog authentication is not initiated immediately in the event of disconnect

PRS-320296

Port values for bookmarks are not parsed correctly when the bookmark is defined as
<userAttr.url>

Known Issues in 8.1R3 Release
Table 35 describes the open issues in this release.
Table 35: Known Issues in 8.1R3 Release

Problem Report
Number
PRS-326413

Description
IVS syslog messages are sent over the management port

New Features in Pulse Connect Secure 8.1R2 Release
Disable TLS 1.0
The “Disable TLS 1.0” feature will provide a mechanism to allow administrators more fine-tuned control of the
TLS version used for connections to the Pulse Secure Access Gateway.
The current SSL protocol selection mechanism is as below.




Accept only TLS
Accept only SSL V3 and TLS
Accept SSL V2 and TLS V3 TLS

This granularity is required by multiple agencies; NIST standards note TLS 1.0 should not be used and will
transition to stating only TLS 1.2 and higher should be allowed.
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This feature will allow more fine-grained control of SSL and TLS versions to be used, for example:





Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept

only TLS 1.2 and later
only TLS 1.1 and later
only TLS
SSL V3 and TLS

Note: This setting controls only connections into the device (Inbound Settings) and does not dictate settings
for SSL connections that are initiated by the IVE.
Note: If TLSv1.1 or greater is enabled on the SA, Android devices 5.0 and greater will be able to connect
whereas pre-Android 5.0 devices will not be able to connect since TLSv1.1 is disabled by default.

Create Role Mapping Rules Based on EKU Field of Certificate
8.1R2 for the Pulse Secure Access Gateway introduces the ability to create custom expressions based on OID
and/or text-based extended key usage (EKU) fields of client certificates. The screenshot below shows where the
option can be found in the certAttr field.

The screenshot below shows the custom expressions:

Problems Resolved in 8.1R2 Release
Table 36 describes issues that are resolved when you upgrade.
Table 36: Resolved in 8.1R2 Release

Problem Report
Number

Description

PRS-322649

certificate auth fails due to memory corruption when CRL CDP URL is more than 60 characters

PRS-322543

When the role is configured with "Allow VPN through firewall" option, a process memory leak
can occur.

PRS-322486

Slow import/export on fed client after upgrading to UAC 5.1R1 on Fed Server and Fed Clients.
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PRS-322365

HTTP 500 Internal error occurs while uploading a file in a environment which has delay or low
bandwidth via Authorization Only access.

PRS-322303

SNMP MIB values being reported incorrectly in Pulse Secure Access 8.0.

PRS-322154

Rewriting large XML data may trigger rewrite-server process crashes.

PRS-322073

Updated DNS server values at System>Network>Overview may not be immediately loaded.

PRS-322017

If the VPN Tunneling Connection Profile is set to search device DNS only AND the role is set to
use split tunneling users may not be able to reconnect after a network connectivity disruption

PRS-321843

As long as no change in cipher switching between FIPS ON or FIPS OFF should not prompt for
saving the setting.

PRS-321783

TLS 1.1 cipher negotiation fails

PRS-321692

UI option under System -> Configuration -> Security -> SSL Options have been changed to
allow selection of TLS versions.

PRS-321666

Base64 data containing carriage returns or line feeds fail for SAMLRequest processing.

PRS-321659

On-boarding VPN profile creation fails for VPN on Demand when using wildcard certificates

PRS-321657

Profile installation fails on iOS 8.1 devices if vpn-ondemand is enabled for a vpn profile.

PRS-321651

iveSSLConnections reported erroneously for snmpwalk

PRS-321590

VA-DTE: Onboarding feature is NOT visible

PRS-321533

Certificate fields are enhanced to use EKU in custom expressions.

Known Issues in 8.1R2 Release
Table 37 describes the open issues in this release.
Table 37: Known Issues in 8.1R2 Release

Problem
Report
Number
PRS-324077

Description

User isn't automatically connected to the server after a browser based upgrade from a Pulse 5.0based client to a Pulse 5.1-based client.
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Documentation
Pulse documentation is available at https://www.pulsesecure.net/techpubs/

Documentation Feedback
We encourage you to provide feedback, comments, and suggestions so that we can improve the
documentation. You can send your comments to techpubs-comments@pulsesecure.net.

Technical Support
When you need additional information or assistance, you can contact “Pulse Secure Global Support Center
(PSGSC):
https://www.pulsesecure.net/support
support@pulsesecure.net
Call us at 1-844 751 7629 (Toll Free, US)





For more technical support resources, browse the support (websitehttps://www.pulsesecure.net/support).
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